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Note by Karen Thullner 
 
 
Rute Martins presented. 
Reviewed Breast Cancer Data FHIR IG Proposal. 
Here is the link to the current modeling proposal 
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Breast_Cancer_Data_FHIR_IG_Proposal 
 
The spreadsheet has the basic information about the hormone status. There is positive and negative. 
Some of these need to be further defined. If not positive or negative, what is that definition. This 
may be a technical issue. It may align more with NAACR. A code could be created for unknown if 
assessed or if not assessed. Does a fixed list of values need to be added to assessed or not assessed? 
 We do care why we don’t know. Is there a new sample needed? Did it not test properly? 
 
ValueSet: ExceptionValueVS 
Description: "Reasons that a value associated with a test or other finding is missing." 
unknown "The value is not known." When asked "The source human does not know the value." 
"There is reason to expect (from the workflow) that the value may become known." 
not-asked "The workflow didn't lead to this value being known." 
masked "The information is not available due to security, privacy or related reasons." 
unsupported "The source system wasn't capable of supporting this element." 

• astext "The content of the data is represented in the resource narrative." 
• error "Some system or workflow process error means that the information is not 

available." 
• NaN "NaN, standing for not a number, is a numeric data type value representing an 

undefined or unrepresentable value." 
• not-performed "The value is not available because the observation procedure (test, etc.) 

was not performed." 
• missing_refused "Human source was asked but declined 
• missing_noexplanation "The reason the information is not present is not known." 
• missing_nonesuch "The answer is missing because nothing of a type of thing is known to 

exists, e.g., the siblings of an only child. Also use this code to represent a 'none of the 
above' answer" 

• // The following values apply to lab tests 
• missing_collection "Missing due to a problem collecting, identifying, or locating the 

specimen, including patient refusal or unable to provide specimen" 
• missing_specimen "Missing due to a problem with the specimen, e.g. contamination, 

clotting, improper tube type, improper storage, too small, etc." 
• missing_malfunction "Missing due to instrument malfunction." 
• missing_collection value pertains to inadequate specimen 

 
There are several HL7 standards.  

http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Breast_Cancer_Data_FHIR_IG_Proposal


Is FHIR meeting the clinical need? FHIR is meeting the clinical need. 
How do you break down options? Needs to be open why the information is missing. This is 

a narrow requirement to be used as a general definition.  
We need to solve the problem for the hormone receptor status. This can also be used to 

solve the same issue for other test.  
 
 http://hl7.org/fhir/us/core/stu1/StructureDefinition-us-core-observationresults.html 
 
It seems reasonable to want to know why the test was not ordered or if it was overlooked. If is it left 
empty, does that create confusion? 
 
Suggestions and a rationale as to why these data elements are absent is needed.  
 
CAP Codes protocol uses a number and a range. NAACR codes use a range. Why is there is 
disconnect? Why are both ways important? The number seems to make the most sense. This can 
make the codability difficult. Maybe this goes back to the TIGER Team? 
 The raw data has the most power for coding.  
 Per the chat, there seems to be preference for a number.  
 Seems to be subjectivity to the percentage.  
 The number is preferred based on NAACR coding notes. The ranges are available on the 
CAP protocol.  
 
There will be another meeting with Richard regarding the data elements next Monday.  

http://hl7.org/fhir/us/core/stu1/StructureDefinition-us-core-observationresults.html

